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INTROllJ CTION 
As I look over the classrooms I see many things. I see boys 
and girls that are clean and well-groomed, and I see boys and girls 
who have worn the same dresses or pairs or trousers for a week or 
two. I see boys with crew-cu.ts, and boys who have not had a haircut 
since school started. I see boys and girls who are healthy as a 
result of a good balanced diet, and boys and girls whose stomachs are 
bloated from lack of a well balanced diet. I see tall boys and girls 
and short boys and girls. I see boys and girls who are orphaned 
because of divorce or death who need love and affection badly, and 
the school is the only place where they get these two basic needs. I 
see boys and girls who thrive on difficult and challenging materials, 
and boys and girls who have a blank look or tears in their eyes from 
trying to do simple addition. I see boys and girls who make A's 
without trying, and boys and girls who couldn't make an A no matter 
how hard they tried. I see boys and girls that come :from. the better 
section of town, and boys and girls who coae from across the tracks. 
I see Catholic and Protestant boys and girls. I see in each face a 
unique being, different in some way from any other being in the world. 
I see each child as a bundle of possibilities. I see each child with 
certain capacities and potential abilities, with problems and needs. 
i The la.w say that each of these children will be educated to make the 
most of himself and serve society, regardless of race, creed, or back-
ground. All of these different things that I see in the classrooms can 
be seen in any classroom over the United States, or the world. 
1 
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Whose job is it to educate these children who differ in 
abilities, capabilities, and environment? It is the teacher's job. 
In going about this seemingly impossible task, the teacher makes 
use of several methods of teaching. Teaching may be thought of 
as a series or actions in the classroom over a period of time. 
The teacher in the elementary school carries the greatest 
share of responsibility regarding the learning that goes on in the 
classroom. Although there are many other factors involved, the 
teacher is the one who :makes decisions; and it is she who gears the 
timing or the factors that promote as well as impede, learning. It 
is the proper use or these factors that move students forward at their 
optimum speed. 
'lb.e best kind or learning is highly dependent on the establish-
ment of a spirit of wanting to know, and the creation or such a 
spirit is largely dependent upon the teacher. 'Ihe teacher has the 
power to add or detract from optimum learning. 
'This paper deals with just one or the factors or teaching. 'Ibis 
factor is the verbal interaction between teacher and students. It 
is the communication that goes on between the teacher and students 
in the classroom situation. 
There is no better way to do research on teaching than direct 
observation. I observed teachers as they were teaching and students 
as they learned. I tried to observe how the teacher actually teaches 
and how the student actually learns. 
In using the interaction analysis, I have tried to clarify the 
role or the teacher in the learning situation, the nature of the 
teacher's activities, and the way the teacher relates to his pupils. 
J 
I hope to prove that learning involves the learner and the 
teacher, each reacting to the behavior of the other. Learning is 
a two-way process in which the teacher and pupil are engaged. 
'!he purpose of this study is to describe objectively the way 
teachers carry out their role in the elementary classrooms. 
I have used "Flander•s Interaction Analysis' system for classify-
ing the verbal interaction that takes place between teacher and 
student. I have attempted to find out the kinds of teacher-student 
interaction patterns present in the reading classes of the elementary 
classrooms. I have also attempted to find what differences in 
interaction patterns, if any, exist among the five grade levels in 
reading instruction. 
Each grade from one to five is di'V'i.ded into two classrooms. 
Each grade is divided as evenly as possibly according to academic 
achievement. There is a total of' ten classrooms which are self-
contained. The elementary school has a total of 198 students~ 
With the cooperation of each teacher, I observed each reading 
class for a period of' JO minutes. I made three observations for 
each class. 'Ibis gave ae a total of ninety minutes of classroom 
observation for each reading class. I spent a total of 1,080 .minutes 
in classroom observation. 
While observing each class I saw teachers teaching and pupils 
learning. I saw better teachers and poorer teachers. I saw effective 
and ineffective methods put to use. I saw the skillful and unskillful 
use of' theory. 
The task of the observer was to observe the events that take 
place in the classroom. I was concerned with only the verbal events 
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which were reeorded in score fora. I had :to select thoff aspects of 
behavior relevant to the scoring process. I want to make it clear 
tb&t I do not intend to use the• aspects to point out good teachers 
and bad teachers. 
THE INTERACTION ANALYSIS PROCESS 
'!he Flanders Interaotion 1na]Jraia i• used in this study tor 
classifying the verbal interaction that takes plaae between teacher 
and pupil. For this purpose the system eaplo711 a ten-oategoey sah•• 
which falls into three broad diYisious · (1) teacher-talk, (2) student-
talk, and (3) silence or aontusion. 1he ten 01:t..gori~a nre used to 
classif'7 the stateaenta ot the pupils and the teachers at a rate ot 
approxiute:Q- onoe eveey three seoonds. An obsel"ftr can categorize 
at this rate with suf'tioient aoourac;y and the teacher and students 
can adjust to the presenae ot the observer. 
'!he ten categor1•• included seven assigned to teaaher-talk, two 
to student-talk, and one to silence or oonfUsion. 
Teacher-talks l. aooepting student teel.1.ngs; 2. ginng praise; 
3. accepting, cl&ritying, or mating use o! a student•s ideas; 4. asking 
a question; S. lecturing, giving tacts or opinions; 6. gi'Ving 
directions; or .7. Cl"itioiling or juatit)ing student talk; a. student 
1 
responee; 9. student initiation; 10. silence or oonf'\ision. (See 
Fig. 1) 
'll1is method ot observation can be used to quantity the qualita-
tive aspects or verbal oommmioation within the classroom. It proYides 
1D. K. Medle7 and Harold I. Mitul, "Measuring Classrooa BehaYior 
b7 S;J'ste•tic ObaervatioD•" Hand.book or Research on TeachiM. A Pro-
ject ot the Aaerioan F.ducation&l Research Association, Department of 
the I.I.A. (Cbioagos Rand McNa~ and Co., 1963), p. 2?2. 
s 
TEACHER 
TALK 
Figure 1 
Categories for Interaction Analysis 
Minnesota, 1959* 
1. Accepts Feeling: Accepts and clarifies the feeling 
tone of the students in a nonthreatening manner. 
Feelings may be positive or negative. Predicting or 
recalling feelings are included. 
2. Praises or Encourages: Praises or encourages student 
INDIRECT action or behavior. · Jokes that release tension, not 
at the expense of another individual, noding head or 
INFLUENCE saying, "um ha" or "go on" are included. 
3. Accepts or Uses Ideas of student: Clarifying, 
building, or developing ideas suggested by a student. 
As teacher brings more of his own ideas into play, 
shift to Category 5. 
4. Asks Questions: Asking a question about content or 
procedure, with the intent that a student answer. 
5. Ulcturing: Giving facts or opinions about content 
or procedure, expressing his own ideas, asking 
rhetorical questions. 
6. Giving Directions: Directions, commands, or orders 
DIRECT to which a student is expected to comply. 
INFWENCE 7. Criticizing or Justifying Authority: statements 
intended to change student behavior from nonacceptable 
to acceptable pattern, bawling someone out, stating 
why the teacher is doing what he is doing, extreme 
self-reference. 
8. student. Talk--Response: Talk by students in 
response to teacher. Teacher initiates the contact 
STUDENT or solicits student statement. 
TALK 9. student Talk--Initiation: Talk by students which 
they initiate. If "calling on" student is only to 
indicate who may talk next, observer must decide 
whether student wanted to talk. If he did, use this 
category. 
10. Silence or Confusion: Pauses, short periods of 
silence, and periods of confusion in which communica-
tion cannot be understood by the observer. 
*Adapted from Flanders (1960, Appendix F, p. 5). 
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intorrution about o~ a f'ew of' the m.any- aspects of teaching. It 
is an~sis or spontaneous.commun1cation between individuals, and 
it is of no va~ue if no ·one 1• talld.ng, if one person talks all the 
time, or if one person.reads from a book or a report. 2 
or the total process called •Teaching," interaction an&l.1'1is 
applies o~ to the aontent-f'ree aharacteristic• ot verbal comunica-
tion. 'lbe verbal ooJlllllUlication takes place as teacher and :p11p1ls react 
to each others• responses. 
2Bruoe J. Biddle and William J. Ellena, Cgptell)Ot&U leaear~ on 
TH9Ber 1tteeti"9ne11 (lew Yorks Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 195), 
p. 198. 
THE REOORDM PROCESS 
At the end. ot each three-second period I decided which of the 
ten categories best repreHnted the "ao..unioation behavior• ·and 
wrote down the number of that oategor,y which observing the next. three-
second. period. 'lhe nuabers are written in eequenoe in a column. At 
the end of a tbirt7-Jlinute ob .. rvation period, I would have approxiutely 
6oo num.bers tallied. Arter three observation periods, I had· an over-all 
picture or the reading in•truction in that classroom.· 
Attar I bad tabulated the data. f'l"Gll each cl.&•arooa reading 
period, I entered the tallies on a lOllO utrix, 3 each categori-
zation being tallied opposite the number ot the one just preceding it 
and below its . own nuaber. In order to ensure that a utrix is symetri-
oal, a lO is added at the beginning and the end ot each tabulation. 
3x.cu.7, ll· cit.' p. 27J. 
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AREAS OF INFWENCE 
I tallied each thirty-minute observation period on a single 
matrix to give an over-all pattern of interaction in the reading 
class. 
Categories one to four represent indirect influence in varying 
degrees--oategory one allowing the pupil the most freedom, category 4 
the least, categories 5 to ? represent increasing amounts of direct 
influence. Categories 8 and 9 represent different levels of teacher 
influence as inferred from pupil behavior; category 10 is an escape 
category for unclassifiable three-second periods. 'lhese areas of 
influence are shown on the matrix for each period of each reading class. 
By counting the tallies in each category, I found the I/D ratios 
for each teacher. 'lbe I/D ratios are the nv.mber of tallies in 
categories 1-3 to the number of tallies in categories 6-7. 'lhese are 
based on the over-all performance of the teacher and pupils. 'lhe I/D 
ratios are used in this stu~ to compare one teacher with another. 
These ratios are also used to compare behaviors of a teacher in one 
type of situation with behaviors of the same teacher in another type 
of situation. 
'lbe percentage of teacher-talk and student-talk was also found from 
the interaction analysis. These are used the same way the I/D ratios 
are used. 
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ANALYSIS OF F-1 READING SESSIONS 
While visiting this first grade classroom one could not help 
being aware of the total learning environment present. It was 
evident that the teacher hlt.d gone to great lengths to create the best 
learning atmosphere possible. 
The lighting was so regulated as to be at the advantage of the 
student without resulting in glare off the study material. The 
pupil's desk was not stationary so they could move around where ever 
they had to work, in groups or individua~. 
'lhe room was a bright and cheery place to be. The flannel board 
had phonetics displayed on it to catah the attention of the pupils. 
The bulletin board had an attractive display to bring the characters 
of the pupil's reader to life. 
All types of learning materials were available for the students 
to use. A sandbox was in the back of the room so that the pupils 
could practice printing their letters. 'Ihis proved quite effective 
for the slower pupils. Cards were placed around the room for the 
convenience of the pupils. There would be groups of two or three pupils 
playing games with these. Filmstrip projectors, filmstrip viewers, 
tape recorders, opaque projectors, and over-head projectors are used 
to reinforce learning tor these pupils. · The outside world is brought 
into the classroom by these different audio-visual machines. 
The first visitation was that of a slow reading group. 'lhe 
teacher spent most of her time asking questions and getting responses 
10 
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from her pupils. These pupils were aware that they were slow readers, 
and it appeared that it was pure drudgery just getting anything out of 
them. The pupils did not comprehend word meaning or the short sentences. 
This was a teach.er-directed teaching situation as shown in 
Figure 2. The teach.er would ask questions about the pictures in the 
story and the pupils would respond with an answer. The teach.er did 
little criticizing for wrong answers. She accepted each child's 
response; if wrong, she corrected it, and if right, she reinforced it. 
The few instances of criticism were for pupils not paying attention or 
talking out or turn. 
As Figure 2 shows, the teacher is reacting to the pupil's 
responses. It seemed that the presence of even one student who 
responds from the stimulus of the teacher sets the stage for further 
learning. It is carried further by the teacher and maybe by the other 
students. The teacher made use of everyday events that lead to creative 
learning. 
The teacher sought to arouse the pupil's curiosity, to inform., and 
to stimulate the pupils. The teacher asked questions that seemed to 
bring the world or part of it into the classroom. 
She encouraged the pupils to bring their hobbies, pets, and toys 
into the classroom. She brought in the books and magazines she 
thought the pupils will find stimulating. 
It was evident that the teacher had to work very hard to draw out 
responses from these pupils of slow reading ability. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the communication pattern between teacher 
and pupils of an average and above reading group. One can readily see 
that more pupil participation is taking place. Possibly one 
12 
explanation for this was that no observer was present in this situation. 
I used a tape recorder to record these two sessions. The presence of 
an observer might have caused the first group of pupils to be more 
restrained. 
Figures 3 and 4 show very little indirect influence by the teacher. 
This is a teacher directed learning situation. 'lbe directed situation 
was controlled by the teacher asking questions and getting responses 
from the pupils. The teacher spent quite a bit of time explaining new 
material that the pupils would encounter in their readers. 
Although the teacher talked a lot more, so did the pupils. 
These pupils had a wider vocabulary than did the slower group, thus 
taking up more time in telling experiences and responding to the 
teacher. 
Even though this was a question and answer situation, it seemed 
that student participation was not restricted to any real extent. The 
pupils felt accepted by the teacher and responded at will. It did 
seem that the pupils were very eager to please the teacher and were 
very dependent upon her. 'lhe pupils would periodically check their work 
with the teacher to make sure they were doing the right thing. They did 
a lot of checking with the teacher before going ahead on their own. 
ACXluiring teacher approval was very important to them. 
This teacher was very concerned with creating an environment that 
is favorable to learning. She reacted to untrue comments of pupils in 
different ways, according to the pupil. She would ask the pupil to 
explain his or her point of view, or she would restate the pupil's 
comment and ask the pupil if this is what the pupil meant. She would 
try to help the pupil refine or correct his or her statement. 'Ibis 
13 
resulted in the pupil's coming out of this experience with a clearer 
View of his per!ormanoe. 
As shown in Table 2, categories 4 asking qu~stions, 5 - teacher 
lecturing, and 8 - student response, .make up most of the COl11111unication 
pattern within this classroom.. 'lhis shows that the pupils have made 
preparation to answer the questions and experience success in this 
endeavor. 'lheir answers are reinforced or corrected by the teacher or 
classmates. 
The teacher's main way of communicating to pupils is by speaking 
or other forms of oral expression. '!here was a continuous feedback of 
corrections between teacher and pupil. Most of the discussion was on 
the content and facts of the basal reading text. '!he pupils were 
relatively free to express their feelings to the class and teacher. 
The ratio of indirect influence to direct influence as shown on 
Table X is .49. It this teacher used direct influence evenly with 
indirect influence the I/D ratio would have been l.OO. It is apparent 
that this teacher is soaewhat flexible in her approach; she relies 
mostly on the direct control of her classroom.. Even though she does 
not control the group by giving directions or criticizing, she controls 
it by asking questions which in turn controls the pupil's response. 
This teacher assumed a variety of roles. One role that varied from 
active dominative supervision, on the one hand, to reflective, discrimi-
nating support on the other hand. '!he teacher by changing from 
directive to indirective was able to achieve compliance but also to 
support and encourage pupil initiative. 
Tables I and Z show that percentage of the tallies that are 
teacher-talk and student-talk. Again the teacher's directed influence 
is shown by the fact that the teacher talked S9 percent of the 
tallies and the students talked onl.7 )6 peroent. 'DU.a proportion 
shows that the teacher still allowed the JNpils to be an active 
participant in the learning situation. '!be pupil has to be an active 
participant in the learning process, and not a mere bystander. 
'lbe 110st outstanding feature noticed while obaerVing was the tact 
that this teacher accepted each individual as he was. 'lbis ability of 
the teacher to accept her pupil.a can large~ detel"lli.De the success or 
failure of a teacher. 
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INTERACTION ABALYSIS OF G ... l READING SESSIONS 
'lhe Jiiyaical surroundings in this clasarooa are ver,. similar to 
the other first grade rooa. 'lhe f'l.annel board and bulletin board are 
in full oolor to stiaulate and. aotivate the pupils to learn. 'lhe same 
audio-visual devices are present and used by' this teacher. 
'lhe teaaher has aooepted her role as a helper of the pupils to 
learn. She has accepted. each child as he 11. '!he teacher made it 
veey evident that she accepted each of h•r pupils regardless of the 
pupil's bactground. Over one-third of tb.is clasa was ude up of 
children troa' the lower socio-eoonoaio level of the school district. 
The' teacher took an interest in the child's activities. She · asked 
the pupils questions about the experienaes they had had. She aade 
ooapliaentary oo•ents on the way they dreased or upon the good work 
they did. 
Figure 5 shows the matrix from the first observation of a first 
grade slow readina group. Froa previous experienoe I used the tape 
recorder with this group bacauae I felt that 'lll9 presence would 01ll3' 
cause the pu.pils to withdraw more. 
'lhe :matrix in Fl.pre S shows the two main areas of influence as 
the teacher reacting to the responses or the pa:pila and the pllpils 
responding as the result ot stimulations troa the teacher's questions. 
The utrix in Figure S indicates no indirect influence on the part or 
the teacher. 'lhe teacher did not aooept or clarif';y the feelings or 
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responses of the pupils because the pupils did not express any feelings 
one way or the other. 
Area E which represents the direct influence pairs was also 
absent in this reading class. The only directions given were very 
simple ones like "open your book" or "close your book". 
'!he teacher could not keep the pupils talking at very long lengths. 
Again I think limited vocabulary and limited experience as a result of 
environment were the causes of this. '!his shows up in Area G of 
Figure 5. 
It was apparent that the teacher tried to do less talking in order 
to maintain a discussion among the pupils. This was not always 
successful. Even though the pupils did not often express ideas of their 
own the teacher praised and encouraged theDt. It sometimes seeaed to 
me that the teacher was fighting a losing battle. 
'!his was essentially a question and answer type learning situation. 
It was directed by the teacher for the simple reason that the teacher 
asked the questions even though it does not show up on the matrix. 
Figure 6 is the matrix of the analysis of the verbal communication 
in an average reading group. This group makes regular progress in 
reading activities with the use of a basal text. More direct inf'luence 
by the teacher is evident. Also more student participation is seen. 
'Ihis is still ma.inly a question and answer period; but the answers are 
more sustained even though they are initiated by the teacher. 
The teacher is trying in this class not to ask so many questions 
so that she will not get in the way of the pupil's desire to ask his 
own questions. The teacher is trying to help the pupils ask questions 
on their own. The led to discussion by pupils--pupil discussion and 
pupil-teacher discussion. 'lhis is the desired two-way communication 
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that helps pupils beoome creative people. 
The aolBUDication pattern or a :fast-reading group made up or top 
readers is shown in the 111.trix Figure ?. 'lhe basic collllllUll:ioation 
pattern showing up in this situation is the question and answer inter-
action between the teacher and pupils. Veey little indirect influence 
by the teacher shows up on the utrix. 'Ibis session oovered the 
discussion period over a story that these pupils had read before. 'lhe 
. . 
teacher was concerned more with the tacts and oontent of the story. 
The pupils were confined aore to the content of the stor;y than to 
relating ideas ot their own. 'lhis shows in the heavy ta~ in areas 
F and H in the 111. tr1x. 
In this group of readers the tal.l.71ng was aore dense in area G 
(Figure 7) than with the other two reading groups. 'lb.is was because 
the pupils responded to the teacher's questions with aore detailed 
answers. Also the discussion was 1.110ng the other pupils after the 
teacher had asked a question which stillul&ted the pupils to respond. 
Arter the teacher asked the question she usual.13 called on a 
certain pnpil to answer. She initiated all responses and discussion 
in this 111.tter. There was no initiation on the part of ·the pupils 
to discuss any content of the story. 
As shown in area E in the aatrix Figure 7 there were aore teacher-
directed tallies with this fast-reading group than there were in the 
slow and average reading groups. 
'lb.is was the result of more activities being done 'b7 this group 
which the teacher felt warranted more clarifying of oonoepta and giving 
directions. 
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Much of what went on in this reading class was little more than 
lesson hearing, lecturing, or question and answer type activity. 
Table 3 seems to verify that this class pattern of verbal behavior was 
mainly directed by the teacher• s questions and the pupil's responses. 
The teacher put a lot of emphasis on facts from the text. 'Ihe teacher 
restricted pupil participation in the classroom by asking questions. 
This restricted the subject for discussion by the pupils. 
The indirect to direct ratio shown on Table 10 for this teacher 
was .75. The teacher's role was not very flexible in the class. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the verbal pattern to be mainly question and 
answer communication and Figure 7 to a more teacher-directed situation. 
'!he pupils were restricted to answering story facts and content oriented 
questions. 
The teacher did not expand the pupil's freedom of expressing him-
self in his own direction. They were restricted to answering the 
teacher's questions. 'lhe teacher exerted direct control in order to 
focus on a particular idea or problem in order to achieve compliance 
or in order to correct mistaken ideas. In doing this, she talked more 
(Table Y) and took a more dominant role in the classroom (Table X). 
By the teacher's assuming more direct control the pupils were 
restricted in their verbal behavior also. (Table Z) 'Ihe students 
talked 47 percent of one thousand and ten tallies. 
'!he teacher was intent on instructing her pupils in facts and 
skills, and less intent on developing the total personality of the child. 
1he pupil was given less opportunity to participate in verbal inter-
action and was restricted in area H when he did speak. Most of the 
student talk was the answering of the teacher•s questions. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF SC-2 READING SESSIONS 
In this classroom I observed the verbal patterns of behavior 
within the same reading class only at different learning cycles. 'Ibis 
was an average reading group. All of these pupils achieved at their 
grade level on the Stanford Achievement Test. 
The first learning cycle was the introduction and discussion of 
new learning experiences in a story in the basal text before the pupils 
had read the story. This first cycle was the preparation for reading 
the story. 
The second learning cycle was concerned with discussing the 
story after the pupils had silently read the story. '!be pupils and 
teacher discussed the new vocabulary words, the characters in the story, 
and the main ideas in the story. 'lhis was more of a discussion of the 
pupil's comprehension of the story. 
The third cycle of learning consisted of the teacher and pupils• 
relating their own everyday experiences with the story characters• 
experiences. 'lb.e teacher also stressed the one vowel--silent 
final E vowel rule. She used many words as examples of this rule. 
The first cycle of learning was a readiness experience for the pupils. 
The teacher was getting the pupils prepared to read the story. 
As shown in Figure 8, areas F and H have the heaviest tallies. 
Area F shows that the teacher initiated most of the discussion by asking 
questions. Area H shows the pupils responded by answering the teacher's 
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questions. Area H also indicates that pupils discussed the teacher's 
questions between themselves and the teacher tried to be a by-stander 
while the pupils were discussing among themselves. The tallies in 
category 9 show that many of the responses by the pupils were not 
solicited by the teacher. Categories 1, 2 and 3 in area F indicate the 
teacher's acceptance of the pupil's responses. Category 5 in area F 
shows the teacher oorrecting, clarifying, and strenthening the pupil's 
responses. 
Although there aren•t many tallies in areas D and E, this session 
was mainly teacher directed because the questions she asked stimulated 
the responses from the pupils. 
'lhis was a teacher-question and a pupil-response behavior 
pattern. There was an extended response behavior on the pupil's part. 
The Figure 9 matrix shows the interaction between teacher and 
pupils while discussing the story they have just read. 'lhe teacher is 
interested in facts about the characters in the story and its content. 
The teacher called the pupil's attention to the new words they found in 
the story. 
Area E in Figure 9 represents the teacher's putting heavy emphasis 
on facts and the dispensing of subject matter. '!he teacher sees her-
self as a dispenser of content. She sees her primary role as a teacher 
to be a short of oral textbook. The teacher had doubts about her 
students• being able to master the printed page. She digested the 
reading material and then regurgitated it back to the students. 
'lhe teacher underestimated the power of the student to learn 
through self-study. The teacher spent a lot of time going over the 
story content and did not work with each individual that apparently needed 
help. 
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Areas F and H in Figure 9 show the question and answer character-
istic of this reading session. 'Ibe pupil participated in this 
discussion by answering the teacher• s questions. Most of the answers 
were short and not expanded into a general pupil between pupil 
discussion. 
'lhe entire matrix Figure 9 shows the teacher doing most of the 
talking and the pupils only answering the direct questions solicited 
from the teacher. There was two-way communication, but only in the 
form of a question followed by an answer. 
This third cycle of learning consists of pupils responding to 
teacher's questions and the teacher responding to the pupils• 
answers. Figure 10, area E indicates direct influence by the teacher. 
'Ihis is maintained through the teacher lecturing and giving directions. 
Most of the student talk was in the form of answering questions. 
There was very little expanded communication on the part of the pupils. 
There seemed to be some confusion on the part of the pupils in 
comparing their everyday experience with the experiences of the story 
characters. 
In presenting the new vowel rule, the teacher put some sample 
words on the board and asked the pupils to tell whether the vowel was 
long or short, whether the final E was silent or not. 'lhis in part 
explains the question and answer tallies in Areas F and H, Figure 10. 
One can easily see by referring to Table 4 where the major areas 
of OOl'llDlunication between the teacher and pupil lie. Categories one, 
two, and three are all under twenty tallies. 'Ibis represents very little 
accepting feelings, praising, and using the ideas of pupils. 
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Categories 4, S and 6 are the different commurtication patterns 
used by the teacher to direct the direction of the pupils. Most of 
this was the asking of questions which brought category 8 up also. 
There was some expanding on the part of the pupils which is shown 
by category 9. '!his was due to the fact that the questions asked by 
the teacher did not require or did not stimulate discussion by the pupils. 
When the teacher on occasion, tried to ask questions dealing 
with more abstract problem solving, the pupils apparently did not 
comprehend this type of question. As a result, category 10 in Table 4 
rose. 
Interaction analysis of this reading class shows that this class 
is teacher directed with an indirect-direct ratio of .58 (Table X). 
'lhe teacher was directive in order to stress the particular ideas and 
content that she felt important for the pupils to grasp. In doing 
this, she assumed a more dominant role in the classroom. 
In being directive and talking more, SS percent of tallies 
(Table Y) she restricted pupil participation in their learning roles 
other than answering questions. Out of the entire class commurtication 
pattern, the pupils talked J2 percent of the tallies. (Table Z) Most 
of this was answering the teacher's questions. The pupils seemed more 
interested in pleasing the teacher with correct answers than doing a:ny 
creative thinking on their own. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF W-2 READING SESSIONS 
'lhe personal qu.ali ties ot the teacher in this class has to be 
taken into consideration when one Jl&kes an interaction anal:rsis or this 
class. 'lhis teacher has been in the unit for a number of years. She 
is unmarried and has lived a Teey sheltered lite coapared to the rest 
of the teachers. She did teach the firth grade, but she oould not 
handle the pupils so she was :moved down to the seoond grade. Even 
though she knew I was going · to obse!'Te her class and was aware or rq 
purpose or observing, she was nsibl:r upset b.r having another per80n 
in her rooa. .A.s a result of this I taped the next two reading teasions. 
'lhe first reading seasion that I observed was an average second 
grade reading class. The teacher was conducting a readiness dis-
cussion prior to reading a short story in their baaal text. 'lhe 
teacher was building up their interest in wanting to find out what 
happens to the characters in the stoey. 
In her verbal behavior within the class, the teacher is a warm and 
understanding person who would not hurt any or her pupils feelings for 
~. She asked questions of those pupils who she thought could 
&Aswer them so as not to embarrass those pupils who could not respond 
with the correct answer • 
.A.s one can see in Figure ll this readiness session consisted 
mainly of a question and answer period. 'lbe teacher would ask a question 
and call on a certain pupil to respond. It seeaed that onl:r two or 
three pupils did most of the responding. 
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Area F, Figure 11 is the area of influence which has the most 
tallies in this session. By asking questions the teacher tried to help 
the pupils become interested in the characters and their actions in this 
new story. 'lhe teacher helped the pupils decide what they would find 
out about their own environment by reading this atorT. 'lhe teacher 
tri~d to secure the correct response the first try. 'lhis is why she 
called on just selected pupils. As a result she did not spend much 
time reinforcing the pupils• correct responses; nor did she spend much 
time oorrecting any incorrect responses. 
'!he teacher did inform the pupils what was expected or them. 
These expectations were reasonable and appropriate tor this age group. 
'lhe teacher encouraged the pupils to think on their own; but since 
it was a question and answer type session, this type or verbal inter-
play did not evoke much original thought. 
'lhe teacher controlled the verbal pattern in this session by 
asking questions and receiving responses f:rom the pupils. Most or the 
questions were answered in short one or two word sentences or phrases. 
'!here was very little communication between pupils. 
The indirect influence tallies shown in area D, Figure 11 is 
the result of the teacher's accepting responses from direct questions. 
Some or the. responses could have been expanded into more meaningful 
discussions, but they were carried no further than being accepted by 
the teacher. 
The teacher directed the class by asking many mechanical questions 
which called for no thought on the pupil's part, but a conditioned 
response kept the class activities moving along smoothly. 
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'lhe next two reading sessions are or the same group in this class 
exoept I taped these in order not to cause any disturbances that might 
affect the interoommunication between teacher and pupils. I think the 
taped session was more sucoess.f'u.l than wry personal observation. '!here 
was a freer interplay between teacher and pupils than when I was present 
in the class room. 
'lhese two sessions are the verbal patterns of the discussion or 
the story after the pupils bad read it. 'lhe se two sessions (Figures 12 
and 13) are so 1111ch alike that I will discuss them together. 'lhey are 
so much a.like they oould have been tapes of the same session, but they 
are not. 
A glance at Figures 12 and 13 shows that more communication ooeu.rred 
in these sessions than in the .first session. One or the reasons is 
probabzy because no observer was present and th• teacher and pupils 
felt more in a nor11&l situation. Also all the pupils have read the 
story now, thus baTing a oommon experience to share with each other. 
As areas H and G, Figures 12 and 13, show the pupils shared this 
experience with each other more than with the teacher. 
Area F, Figures 12 and 13, indicates the teacher• s effort to ask 
questions and in so doing arrange the situation so the pupils have the 
maximum opportunity to really live the aaae experiences the story char-
acters lived. A:tter the pupils had responded, if it was not a oorrect 
response, then the teacher assisted the pupils in improving their 
responses. The teacher discussed with her pupils the possibilities 
of substituting one response or moditying responses. This verbal 
pattern is clearly visible in the area E ot Figures 12 and 13. 
Area J ·sbows the teacher manipulating the pupils to respond and 
discuss the story with her and among themselves. 1h1.s was a teacher-
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controlled aativity. The teacher asked questions which varied from 
easy to dif'tic:ult so that all her pupils had an opportunity to respond 
succesatul.11'. She motivated these pupils b7 praise and enoourageMnt. 
'lhe type of' questions the teacher asked called for rote responses 
rather than the pupils• original expressions. 
The teacher in this situation saw her role as the director or 
activities w1 thin her class. She accomplished this by means ot verbal 
ooJIJllUDioation. Table S gives the reader a new of bow she accomplished 
this task. She gets the learner interested in wanting to know what 
takes place in a story setting in three main ways. She asks questions 
(category 4) that require a response by pupils. &st ot the responses 
are short but some can be extended into a verbal interplay among the 
pupils. Categories S and 6 (Table S) show the role of' the teacher as 
correcting and claritying the responses or the pupils. This type or 
verbal behavior requires no response. Most or this .coaunication was 
the teacher explaining how the characters in the atery get in the 
situation they are in. ilso the teacher was exp~ining the cause and 
effect relationship within the story. 
A composite picture ot the wrbal interplay within this cl.ass 
can be seen in Table .x. 'lbe indireot-d.irect ratio tor this class 
situation is • 39. 'lhis is clearly a teacher directed al.assroom. Pupil 
participation was restricted in the sense that they respond only after 
the teacher initiates a stimulus, which was usu.ally in the form or 
a question. 
The very fact that the teacher ocoupied over 53 percent or the 
tallies by talld.ng, Table Y shows that the students were inhibited in 
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their participation in the verbal interplay. 'lhe percentage or student 
talk, was 40 percent in Table Z. Most ot this talk was in direct 
response to a specified que•tion. 'lbis was the giving back to.the 
teacher the facts that the teacher had given them in the first place. 
'lhe pupils did not have the opportunity to compare realistic experiences 
with the experiences from the story. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF V-3 READING SESSIONS 
Figure 14 matrix shows the verbal behavior occurring between 
the teacher and pupils. 'Ibis is a third grade remedial reading 
group. There a.re eight pupils in this class and the average reading 
achievement is 1.1 according to the Stanf'ord Achievement Test. 
The reasons for the small number of tallies are two-fold. One 
is that the teacher let these pupils do some oral reading, and two 
is that the pupils had such limited vocabulary that it was hard for 
the teacher to have any success in sti.Jlulating or sustai.JU.ng any real 
verbal interaction between herself and the pupils. 
'lhe main areas of influence as seen in areas F and H in Figure 14 
are the questions asked by' the teacher and the answers from the students. 
By using the question approach the teach.er tried to get the pupils 
to recall previous learnings and app:cy- these to solving their present 
problems. 'Ihis was not very successtul. 
Most or the questions asked were ones that required short answers. 
The questions did not provoke too much thinking on the part of the 
pupil. When the pupil responded with an incorrect statement, the 
teacher corrected it. 'Ihe teacher used praise when a pupil responded 
w1 th a correct stateaent. 
'!he teacher was quick to show enjoyment when a correct response was 
given. It was apparent that these pupils were so used to failure that 
when they did have a limited amount of success they were very happy. 
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The main force for motivation in this class was the use of encourage-
ment and praise by this teacher. 'lhe questions asked by the teacher 
were so simple that members in this group had the opportunity to respond 
successfully. 
'lhe teacher seemed to enliven the class by letting each pupil 
keep his own personal progress chart in order for him to see his own 
individual achievement. '!he teacher• s questions seemed to serve the 
purpose of fostering a desire for these pupils to learn well and 
remember it. 
The teacher controlled the verbal communication by the fact that 
the questions she asked required a specific response by a pupil whom 
she called o.n. '!here was very 11 ttle interplay between pupils in 
this class. All communication was between teacher and pupil. 
The matrix shown in Figure 15 is the verbal interplay between 
teacher and pupils of average reading ability. I personally observed 
the behavior in the class room. 
This session was devoted to the introduction of a reading 
selection in their basal text. Again the teacher was using the 
question and answer approach in order to develop a background for 
understanding the experiences they would encounter within the story. 
By using pictures and opening sentences, the teacher asked 
questions that would help the pupils to become motivated and interested 
in finding added information from the story. ::he encouraged the pupils 
to discover independently and to evaluate what happened in the story. 
Area H, Figure 15 points out the role of the teacher in stimulating 
the pupils in setting their goals and trying for them. The teacher made 
use of the pupil's curosity and encouraged the use of it to be able to 
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relate the expected outcomes of the story to the other pupils. 
With the aid or the teacher, there was more pupil to pupil 
collll11l1ication than there was with the'slow reading group. (Area G, 
Figure 15) '!be main verbal patterns in this session is the ta] Id ng 
back and forth between teacher and p11pil. 'lb.is was brought about by a 
direct question from th• teaaher, bringing a response rroa the pupils 
which was aeknowledged 'b;r the teacher. 
Categ01'7 9 in this matrix shows the 'ftrbal interph.y among pupils. 
'lhe teacher initiated the action with a question which brought a 
response from a pupil; then other pupils initiated other responses. 
'Ibis resulted from 110re pupil participation in the learning situation. 
'l'here was more direct infiuenae by the teacher in this session, but 
also more pupil participation. 
'!be next session I observed was or this same reading group after 
having read the seleation they were preparing for a Figure lS. '!be 
role or the teacher in this session was the extending or the pupil's 
interpretation or the story. '!be teacher asked questions in order to 
direct the pupil•s disau.ssion ot the content ot the story. 
As shown in Figure J.6, category 4, the teacher asked questions 
to enoourage an interaction between pupils and teacher, and pupils 
between pupils. '!be questions by the teacher brought responses of ideas 
and opinions. 'Ibis expanded 'ftr'bal pattern in Figure 16, categories G 
and H, provoked thought and expanded each pupil's understanding of what 
he had read. 
'!he questions by the teaaher and points made by the pu.pil•s response 
headed up a discussion which emphasized a variety ot skills by the pupils. 
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'Ibis session was directed by the teacher who initiated the action 
by a question which brought forth a response. 'lhe response was some-
times called tor trom a certain pupil and sometimes the pupil initiated 
the response. 
Ae shown in Table X tbi1 teacher was less directive th.an any 
other · I have observed so far. 'lhe indirect-direct ratio for this 
teacher is ·1.25. 'Ibis teacher initiated a lot ot verbal action as 
Table Y shows 46 percent teacher talk. However the nature of her 
questions stimulated more pupil talk which was 47 percent in Table z. 
'lhe chief characteristic of the interaction of th.is cl.ass was 
the recdprooation pattern through out the learning situation. 'lhere was 
alternating verbal aotion between twe speakers, and coordinate 
responses originating trom the entry speaker, who was the teacher. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF K-J READING SESSIONS 
Figures 17, 18 and 19 are the aatrixes of the same reading class 
observed on three different occasions. 'lbis was an average reading 
class made up of those pupils with average reading abilit;y. 'lhese 
pupils achiend up to grade lenl on their Stanford Achievement test. 
All three of these sessions were observed in person. In each session 
the class was discussing a selection they had read in their basal text. 
Figure 17 is the wrbal interplay between teacher and pupils in 
discussing the first selection .f'roa the basal text. 'lhe role of the 
' teacher in this situation is to help pupils extend their interpret&-
ti on or the content of the stoey. 
Category .5 in Figure 17 shows the teacher helping the pupils set 
their goals as to libat they expected to derive .f'roa reading this 
stoey. Categoey 4 in Figure 17 is the teacher directing the discussion 
by using questions to provoke extended responses .f'roa the pupils. 
Area F in Figure 17 the teacher accepted and rein.f'oraed pupil's 
response, and helped pupils correct or parti~ correct mistaken 
responses. 
'lhe teacher spent quite a bit or time helping pupils organize 
factual material that C&Dle out of the stoey into appropriate learning 
experienoes. A.s a result of this there was mu.ah more teaaher talk than 
pupil talk. 
'lhe teacher was assisting the pupils 1n interpreting what they had 
read and analizing the information they had derived from the story 
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into their everyday experienoea. 'lhis tend.ad to stilllulate responses 
from. the J'llpila (Area H in Figure 17) but did not eti:aulate pupil to 
pupil verbal behavior (Area G in Figure 17). 
'!he teacher tried to help the pupils make everyday experienoes 
applicable to the story ntuation. '!his was done by a teacher directed 
appl'Oaah. (Area E in Figure 17) As shown in Figure 17 most of the 
teacher talk were q\\estions, lecture and giving directions. Most or 
the pupil talk were responses trom the questions, either called for or 
voluntari:cy-. 
'!he next reading session was a teaaher-directed-learning experience. 
'lb.is was one made up ot the teacher's queltions and the pupil's 
responses shown in Figure 18. Even though teacher• a talk was high 
(Categories 4, .5 and 6 in Figure 18) there was more sustained 
COllllllUDication among pupils (Areas H and G in Figure 18). 
The teacher encouraged and guided the pupils in searahing for 
concrete oonoepts fl-om. the selection they had read. After the pupils 
had found the concepts, the teacher would give concise and clear 
meanings of tbese conoepts to the pupils. (Area F in Figure 18) 
Upon coapletion of this verbal action, the teacher gave the pupils 
a chance to app'.cy' tbese conoepts to their own experiences. (Areas H 
and G in Figure 18) Most of the questions the teacher asked did not 
vary in levels of ditticW.ty; henoe some of the pupils did not take 
part in the discussion. Also this results in several tallies in 
Category 10 of P'lgure 18. 
'!he pupils seemed veey intent on pleasing the teacher; as a result, 
some of the pupils did not have the opportunity to respond sucoesstully'. 
The pupils varied in their responses from rather fast flexibility to 
dependent oonf'ormity. 
In discussing the last selection the teacher utilized the euriosity 
of the pupils and enoouraged its developaent by putting the pupils in 
the place of the story characters. She used the existing interest of 
the pupils and even tried to develep others. In trying to aoaomplish 
this act of motiTation she spent much tille talking to her pupils. 
(Categories 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 19) In trying to aotiTate the pupils 
she restricted pupil particip&tion to some degree. (Areas H and G 
in Figure 19) 
'!he teacher puts more emphasis on teabnical aoouraoy of the story 
by the very nature of her questions • . '!his leaves little roo.Dl for 
originality on the part of the pupil. Categories 8 and 9 in Figure 19 
represent the responses ot the pupils. 'lhe teacher wuld open the 
discussion by a question which would evoke one and sometimes two short 
verbal responses .troa pupils. 'lhis response by a pupil was sometimes 
followed by one or more verbal exchanges from other pupils as shown in 
Area G in Figure 19. '!hen the teacher would close the episode by 
a verba1 action. (Area F) 
Table 7 shows the monologue oharacteristic of the teacher's verba1 
behaVior. Each question trom the teacher brought one response from. the 
pupil. '!he teacher initiated much verbal action that did not call 
for a response from the pupils. 
By directing the reading session in this manner she did most of 
the tal.Jd.ng as Table Y shows 58 per•nt and inhibited the pupils• talk 
34 peroent in Table z. As a result of this approach the indireot-
direct ratio for this teacher in Table I was .67. 
SS 
'lhe teacher became so engrossed in giving tacts and opinion.a 
of her own that she restricted the pupil's freedom or participation 
ear~ in the learning situation. She was directive in order to focus 
the pupils' attention on the teacher's desired outcomes from the content 
of the story. In doing this she talked more and took a more dominant 
role in the classroom. 
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5 
6 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF G-4 READOO SESSIONS 
'lhe interaction ut.rix in Figure 20 represents a taped HHion ot 
fourth grade readers. 'lhese pupils are grouped into the slow group. 
'!hey haw not achieftd up to foUl"th grade level in reMing ability. 
1.bis was a reading session on extending interpretation or the story. 
'lhe teacher seemed to go about his diaa11ssion in a rather 
unplanned way. '!his was a wry slipshod teacher-directed activity. 
'lhe pupils• behavior ranged trom apathetic to uncertain responses. 
You could tell that the pupils were very dependent upon the beba'Yior 
or the teacher. 
As areas F, category 4 in Figure 20. and. area H, category 8 in 
Figure 20 show, this reading session was more ot a question and 
answer period. 'lhe teacher was intent on tinding out whether the 
pupils had read the assigned reading eeleation or not. 'lhe teacher 
was more interested in responses which required nothing more than rote 
memory than any creative or iugin&tive t.h1nking. One girl raised 
her hand to ask a question pert.•:tni nc to the story, bat the teacher 
said, -We d.on•t ha"V9 ti.lie tor pupil's queationa this time." 
It was quite obvious that wry few of the pupils had &1\f 
questions to ask. 'lhey seemed to be conditioned to responding only 
when the teacher initiated a question ot her own which she thought was 
important for the pupils to know. 
6o 
• 
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'lhe question• the teacher asked were ones that required only 
short phrases or one-word reaponses from the pupils. '1he teacher 
called on each pupil to answer. If a pupil hesitated to answer one 
of the other pupils would initiate an answer on hit own. lbere was 
no discussion between teacher and pupils nor among pupils. (Area G, 
Figure 20) 
'!he verbal pattern which existed in this reading session indicated 
that the teacher felt that the ability of the pupil.8 to parrot back 
to her !'acts from the story was evidence that real thinking had 
taken plaoe. iltheugb. .Areas D and •are lacking in tallies, the 
verbal pattern indicates that the teacher directed the learning 
situation by the nature of' her questions. 
Exoept the answering of direct questions, the pupils were 
restricted in their partidpation in any' form of' nrbal action. 
Apparently the teacher assumed that communication is a passive act 
with no need !'or questioning (exoept her own), disau.asion, or any 
clarification on the part or the pupils. 
'lhe subsequent observation I made in this classroom was of' a 
reading session ooapoHd ot average fourth grade pupils. 'Ihese 
pupils were grade level aahieTers on the Stanf'ord Aahievement Test. 
I observed this ~ssion 1n person. 
'lhe teacher spent JIUch of the time setting up the goals that the 
pupil1 should have reached in reading a selection on "Amelia Earhart," 
the woman r~. 'lhis accounts for the large JlWllber or tallies in 
Category 5 of Figure 21. 
'lhe teacher• s role in this session was to solicit the response 
from the pupil to facilitate the remea'bering of facts from the story. 
'!he opening phase initiated by the teacher. was a question which would 
provoke one verbal response from a pupil. Arter the question, the 
l 
teacher would call on the pupil whom she wanted to respond. After the 
called-on pupil would respond with the right answer, the teacher would 
continue with the next question. As shown in Figure 21, category 4, 
this was the prominent verbal behavior thoughout this session. 
When a pupil did not respond with an answer several seconds would 
elapse before the teacher called on a second or third pupil before the 
correct response was given. (Category 10 in Figure 21.) 'lhe teacher 
would olarif'7 and strengthen all correct responses as soon as a pupil 
would state the answer. '.Dlis accounted for the :monologue verbal 
behavior in category 5 in Figure 21. 
'!he stillulation was from the teaaher•s questions which brought 
out the facts in the atoeys but le.ft little room for sustained pupil 
verbal action. (Area Gin Figure 21.) '!he pupils se•ed to be 
conditioned to accepting readi~ and easi~ all information without 
question. 
'!his was a teacher directed class situation 'Which le.ft little 
room for areativit:v or originalit7. 'lhese had been sacrificed. in 
order to reproduce the :f'acts :from the story. (Area E in Figure 21.) 
I came back to this same cl.Ass a few days later and taped the 
same readers after the7had read another ator,y from theil" basal text. 
I wanted to see if there would be &DY' significant change in pupil and 
teacher verbal 'behavior if I was not in the cl.ass room. I thought 
maybe 117 presence in the room had inhibited the pupils• verbal action 
to some extent. To my discouragement, I found almost the identical 
verbal pattern in Figure 22 as in Figure 21. 
6J 
'lhis was still essentia~ a question and answer period with the 
teacher dOllin&ting the verbal action. (Area F and E in Figure 22.) 
'!here were a few more tallies in category 9 of Figure 22. '!here were 
fewer tallies in category 10, which was due to pupils responding 
whet.her they were sure of their answer or not. As a result of pupils 
responding whether they were sure or their answers or not, more 
incorrect responses were given back to the teacher. 'lb.is caused the 
teacher to spend more time c0rrecti:ng incorrect responses than asking 
·questions. (Area E in Figure 22.) 
'lhe teacher was quite concerned With the pupils• ability to learn 
tacts. She did not make an,y real ettort to aid the learner in 
evaluating his own responses, but did her own evaluating or the pupil's 
response. As a result of the teacher• s et'fort in correcting incorrect 
responses, questioning, and doing her own evaluating of the pupils' 
responses, teacher talk in this session was high. (Table 8, Cate-
gory 4 ai1d 5) 
'lhe directive-dollinent role the teacher assumed in questioning 
and lecturing to the pupils acoounted for 64 percent of the tallies 
being teacher talk (Table Y) which in tlirn limited pupil participation 
to 27 percent pupil talk. (Table Z) 
'!his teacher did not seem to be very tl.exible in her teaching 
approach. She continued the same verbal pattern throughout all three 
sessions. '!he teacher did not V&?7 from direct to indirect at any time 
in the sessions. '!he indirect to direct ratio which is shown in 
Table X indicates .90 or the dominant role of the teacher. The teacher 
sustained this restriction of pupil participation throughout the 
sessions. '!he pupils were confined to answering the i\eacber•s questions 
and had V9'r7 little opportunity to disC\tas among themselves or even to 
the teacher. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF H-4 READING SESSIONS 
'lb.is reading session was concerned with developing readiness for 
reading a selection fro• their basal text. 'lhe participants in this 
session were pupils who achieved on their grade level in reading 
ability. I observed the verbal behavior in the olassroom.. 
'lhe role of the teacher in this readiness session was to build 
interests $lld J10tivation tor the pupils. In presenting the background 
for this story, the teacher asked questions about experiences that 
might be familiar to some or the pupils in the group and whether 
these same experiences might show up in the story. 
A teacher question brought a pupil response which resulted in a 
talking back and forth between teacher and pupil. (Area H and F, 
Figure 23.) Eftrytiae the teacher aocepted a pupil's respon•, she 
aak:nowledged the response and led with another thought provoking 
question. 'lhe pv.pils seeaed to sense that the teacher enjoyed this 
verbal interplay between her and th•selves. B;y accepting the pupils• 
responses as a real contribution to the class, the teacher encouraged 
further pupil participation. (Categories 1, 2 and Jin Figure 2J.) 
'lhe teacher would ask an opening question which would. bring one 
or are verbal exchaliges fro• the pupils. · (.Area H in Figure 2.3.) 'lhe 
teacher sometimes called on pupils by name, and at other ti.Iles the 
answers were voluntary. After these direct verbal responses by the 
pupils to the teacher, there would be a continuing phase by other pupils 
who came up with original ideas or their own. (Area Gin Figure 2.3.) 
ff} 
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After the pupil• had disauased a certain point, the teacher 
might clarify what they had been disaussing. In this way, the teacher 
guided the pupils in bu.ilding up experience backgrounds for the ideas 
or the story and helped the pupil.8 set up purposes for reading this 
story. 
In developing readinesa for this story, the teacher initiated 
the action; the pupil• reacted with responses and the teacher reacted 
to the pv.pil•' responses. (Area Fin Figure 2'.3.) 
'lhis teacher was more direoti ve than imlireot, but she was 
flexible in her approaeh to aotiTating her pv.pil•. She gave the pupils 
a chance to take part in setting up purposes for reading this selection. 
After the pupil• had read the story •ilently for the purposes 
established. in the above ••••ion, they were reaq for disauHion. 
(Figure 24.) '!he teacher's a1.a in this disOl.lssion period was to help 
the pupil.8 to interpret the story. To aoooaplish this aia, the teacher 
asked qu•tiou. 'lhe teacher asked que•tions on the factual oontent 
of the story (Category 4), which oalled for a pupil response that 
involved very little thinld.ng on the part of the pupil. (Area H in 
Figure 24.) After reeeiYing a oorreot response, the teacher then 
lead the pupil• to draw oonalusiona and aake geaeraliu.tiona troa these 
•tery faota. (J.r,eaa F and H in Figure 24) As a result of letd1ng the 
pupils to draw conolusions and uke generalisations troa these faots, 
the teacher directed the learning activities in the direction she 
desired. · (Area E in .Figure 24. ) 
'lhe teacher asked thought questions which inwlved judgaent of a 
ab.aracter• s behavior and a summary of the sequence of events in the 
story. 'lhese questions invited pupil thought and feeling responses 
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which opened the door to greater pupil participation in the discussion. 
(Area Gin Figure 24.) 
'lhe teacher was directive in using factual questioning or the 
pupils and was indirecti ve after asking a thought question which 
stimulated pupil to pupil verbal action. 
In order to increase competence in the pupil's reading skills, 
this teacher encouraged the pupils to read books on their own interest 
level. Most of these p11pils have a wide range of interest, but their 
curiosity is about the same. The role or the teacher in this session 
was to stimulate and develop whateftr interest he might have by 
encouraging the pupils to read books on their own and tell the class 
some of the things they leArned. 
'lhese are the same pupils that were represented in Figures 23 
and 24. 'lhese pupils are concerned with telling their fellow class-
mates some or the concepts, and facts they have learned by reading 
books that they were interested in outside of their regular reading 
class. Even though this was the pupils' hour, the teacher helped the 
pupils ask questions that would lead to more discussion between 
pupils. (Category 4 in Figure 25. ) 
'lhe teacher would initiate the action by asking a pupil to tell 
the class what he learned from reading a certain book. 'lhe pupil 
would respond by telling the class what things ot interest he had 
found out. (Area Hin Figure 25.) Arter this episode the teacher 
might clear up a few points the pupil left unclear or ask the pupil to 
restate what he meant. (Area Fin Figure 25.) 'lhe teacher gave the 
pupil every opportunity to think his way through a situation without 
herself entering in the discussion. 
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At times the tea.Ch.er asked short queations to arouse the curiosity 
and to stillulate the other pupils into asking their own questions. 
(Area G in Figure 25. ) '!he teacher made the pupils feel as if they 
were holders of knowledge which they were to pass on to the rest of the 
cl.ass. 
The main role of the teacher was as a stimulus to pupil discussion. 
By reinforcing, oorrecting and oonf'irm.ing the responses of the pupils, 
the teacher promoted a oontinuous now of verbal behavior between the 
pupils. 'lbe teacher gave the pupils freedom of action 1n acoordance 
with the pupils' own intelligence. Although this was more et a 
group activity, where the pupils were given a chance to COJIDIUnicate 
with each other, the teacher directed the activities to a certain 
degree. (Area E in Figure 2.5. ) 
Table 9 indicates that most of the teacher-talk was the asking 
of questions and lecturing. M>st of the questions were to stimulate 
. 
pupil talk. In turn most of the pupil talk was the answering of the 
questions and also the extended responses of pupils. 
The indirect to direct ratio for this teacher was 1.00 in Table X 
which indicates direct control in some situations whioh inhibited pupil 
participation and expresses indirect control in sc:>me situations to 
expand pupil participation. Table Y shows the percent of teacher 
talk throughout all three sessions. 1he expanded pupil participation 
resulted 1n this teacher talk being 53 percent in aaking factual 
questions which required only short answers, and thought provoking 
questions which stimulated extended pupil ·response which resulted in 
pupil talk being 42 percent in Table z. '!he reason for more pupil talk 
73 
than iLSual was the fact that the teacher's questions in'ft>lved more 
extended responses from the pupil• and provided for more spontaneous 
discussion between pupils. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF D-5 READING SESSIONS 
I taped this reading class because this teacher is a new teacher 
and I felt that my being in the classroom might make the situation 
unnatural. 'Ibis room ia not grouped according to reading ability. 
All children are in the same reading olass regardless or their reading 
ability. I had to el1•1nate one matrix from a taped session because 
the session was ma.de up or oral reading or the pupils. It was quite 
apparent that only the good readers were called on to read. 
Figure 26 is the matrix or a discussion over the material round 
in a selection of' the basal text. 'lhi• group is :made up of' all 
pupils in the classroom. Aa one can see from the matrix, this 
discussion period oonsisted ot three main areas or influence. 
Area E in Figure 26 indicates a large nuaber or tallies were 
entered in the area or teacher directed influence. 'Ibis direct 
influence by the teacher came' about as the teacher was lecturing on 
the goals and purposes they hoped to achieve in d.iacu.ssing the 
selection. 
Area F in Figure 26 shows how the teacher• s verbal behavior 
responds as a result or the pupils• .v.rbal responses. It the pupils 
gave a correct response the teacher spent time in (Category 5) 
reintorcing and strengthening this correct response. It the pupil's 
response was incorrect, the teacher would h*lp the pupil correct the 
response. In doing this, the teacher restricted the pupils in taking 
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an active part in the disoussion. With the teacher dollinating the 
verbal action, the pupils are restricted to only one area or verbal 
action. '!his .shows up in Area H. '!his is the short response to a 
teacher question. 
The line of communication was from the teacher to a called on 
pupil and back ·to the teacher. Most of the questions that. the teacher 
asked were concerned with the factual content of the story-. After a 
pupil responded to one of these qustions, the action was back in the 
teacher• s hands. There were very- few thought provoking questions 
asked, thus prohibiting the disoussion fro• being class wide. '!he 
verbal interplay was just between two people at &11 times. There 
was very 11 ttle reciprocating pattern among the pupils as shown in 
Area G in Figure 26. 
Categories .5 in Areas E and Fare the result of the teacher's 
repeating the answers given to him fro• the pupils. 'Ihe teacher had 
a tendeney to, repeat every pupil response and expand it in his own 
terms. The teacher would explain and give concise, clear9. meanings 
of the concepts but did not stimulate the pupils into applying these 
concepts to their everyday 11 ves. Area F shows the teacher' s eval.uation 
of the pupil's own response and llmiting the pupil from evaluating his 
own responses or evaluating other pupils' responses. 
Category 9 in Figure 26 shows the pupil initiated verbal action. 
Most of this verbal action was questions that concerned. explanatory type 
responses from the teacher; such as "why- did a character in the story-
do a certain thing", or •why do they call a certain thing by a given 
name?" 'lhese were definitive type questions 'Which accounted for the 
large number of tallies in Category .5 in Figure 26. 
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This reading session was observed in person in order to see if 
there would be any great difference in the verbal behavior of teacher 
and pupils from the matrix in Figure 26. Figure 2? shows less teach.er 
directed influence in .Area E and more pupil coaunication in .Area G. 
'!he teacher has shi.f'ted from a more dominant role in Figure 26 to a 
less dominant role in Figure 2?, thus expanding pupil participation. 
'!his was a reading session to increase the reading skills of the 
pupils. 'lb.is session included all pupils in the clasSl"oom of different 
reading abilities. As a result of this, some or the pupils did not 
participate in the verbal interplay at all. Of course, this does not 
show up on the matrix. 
Area E in Figure 2? shows the teacher being directive in order to 
strengthen the pupil's concepts, ro.les, and steps in determining the 
use of prefixes and suffixes. In doing this, the teacher talked more 
and took a more dominant role in the classroom. 
Area H in Figure 2? are direct and short responses from the pupils 
in answer to tactual questions from the teacher. (Category 4.) 'lhe 
teacher would open the phrase with a direct question asking a pupil 
to state a rule, or step; and the pupil would respond with the lmown 
rule or step. 'lb.ere was no think1ng involved here, but required rote 
mem.Or;y on the part or the pupil • 
.Area G in Figure 2? shows the reporting type response from the 
pupils in interpreting what a complex sentence meant. Some of the pupils 
talked over several three-second-periods, thus causing more tallies in 
Area G • 
.Area F in Figure 27 indicates the verbal action of the teacher• s 
developing meaningf'lll generalizations from the examples that the pupils 
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have stated or used in .Area G. 'lhe teacher tried to .help the pupils 
make applications to these generalizations. Categories 4, S and 6 in 
.Area F show efforts of the teacher to evaluate the pupil's ability to 
apply their own responses to everyday situation•. '!he .pupil's 
effort to apply these responses also show up in Area G. 
As shown on Table 10, the teacher did very little accepting o.f 
pupil• s ideas or feelings or praising them .for correct responses. 
Instead, the teacher repeated the pupil's response and either corrected 
or clarified the response. 
Category 4 is the direct question that calls .for a short answer 
from the pupils. 'lhese questions involved factual content from the 
selection and did not involve much thin}dng. 'lhe main function this 
type of' question serves is to get a quick answel". in order to keep 
the activities moving along at a rapid rate. '!he large number o.f 
tallies in Category 8 indicates the pupils• responses to the teacher's 
questions and their verbal a:ation in applying oonoepts in their every-
day experienaes. 'lhis was not extended ~pil ooauniaation, but is one 
pupil doing more taJJdng. '!here was very little pupil to pupil 
interact.ion. 
Even though this teacher was soaewhat f'l.exible in the pattern of' 
influence, he was more direct than indirect. In Table X the indirect 
to direct ratio for this teacher was .65. He was more direct in guiding 
the interpretation of' the sto1"7. He talked aore-51 peraent in Table Y 
in trying to correct and reinforce the responses of pupils and in 
repeating the pupils• responses. As a result ot this, the teacher re-
stricted pupil participation 41 percent in Table z. Most of' the pupil 
talk was the direct response to factual questions and one pupil 
talld.ng more than a three-second-period. 
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INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF S-5 READING SESSIONS 
Since these sessions did not T&ry in any large degree, I will 
analyze all three together. ill three of these sessions were taped. 
'1he reading class in this room consists of all pupils of various 
reading abilities. ihen, the high achievers in reading are grouped 
in an enrichment reading group where they work at their own 
individual speed. '!his session that I taped was of all the pupils. 
'lhey were discussing the content of three different selections in the 
basal text. 
Basica~, as all three :matrixes show, (Area G in Figures 28, 29 
and 30) the teacher did not encourage the pupils to respond with their 
own original expressions; this fostered less flexibility by the 
pupils and led to more dependent conformity. 'lhe teacher took so 
much tilae asking factual questions and receiving factual responses 
(.Areas F and H) that the pupils were not. allowed tilae for their own 
areati..-1.ty to unfold. 
Instead of helping and guiding the. pupils in setting up the 
desired goals and learning outcomes, the teacher did this without too 
much help from the pupils. '!his accounts for the large amount of 
teacher talk in C.tegory .5 in Areas E and F in Figures 28, 29 and JO. 
ihe pupils were rest.rioted in their response to answering the 
direct questions from the teacher. (Area H in F'i.guns 28, 29, and JO) 
Although the teacher did foons the pupils• attention on the desired 
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learning outooaes, the pupils took a passive role in the discussion. 
Area F in Figures 28, 29 and 30 shows the teacher t...ldng the response 
of the pupils and organizing the tactual material into the appropriate 
learning units. Here again the teacher limited pupil participation. 
As shown in Area E, the teacher did very little accepting of the 
pupils• feelings and ideas because the pupils did not present &IJ1'. 
'!hey were not given the opportunity to expand their ideas and concepts 
because the teacher was mainly concerned with :tactual answers. 'lhe 
pupils were restricted in their efforts to evaluate their ability to 
apply responses to new situations because the teacher was lecturing. 
A typical episode in these sessions would be an opening phrase 
by the teacher asking a question. (Category 4) 1he next phrase would 
be the pupil answering the question. (Area H) 'lbe closing phrase would 
be the teacher correcting or brl.lding on the response with the 
pupils left to listening. (.Area F) 
Table 11 shows the verbal pattern in these reading sessions. 
Category 3 indicates acceptance by teacher of pupils• ideas, bit 
then the teacher eT&luates, clarif'ies and strengthens it instead or 
fiving the pu~ils a cha.nae tor expanded communication. Category 4 is 
the result of the teaaher•s interest in factual oontent or the 
selections through the aslc1.ng or questions which called for a short 
pupil response. 
'lbe flexibility of this teacher was rather restricted in that he 
carried on a question and answer type disaussion. 1he indirect-direct 
ratio for this teacher is misleading in Table I to be l. O?, because 
Category 4 is not included in the ooaputation ot the indirect-direct 
ratio. 'lbe direct influence by the teacher was in the form ot lectures 
8? 
and questions. 'lhe queationa on Category 4 do not show up on the 
I/D ratio; but, if' they did, the teacher would haw a greater direct 
influence. 
This fact is much easier to see in Table Y which shows teacher 
talk at 6.5 peroent. or this 6.5 peroent about .so percent of' this 
teacher talk was lecturing. 'lhe rest was the questions the teacher 
asked. 'lhe lecturing prohibited pupil partioipation to o~ 
30 peroent in Table z. As long as the teacher wa• lecturing, there 
was no pupil partiaipation; when the teacher asked questions, there 
was expanded pupil 00111111n:ication. 'lhis pupil wrbal action was 
restricted in a sense that the pupils had to answer certain questions 
that the teacher thought pertinent. 
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OONCIDSIONS 
1"l"ing my tenure as a teacher 110at of the courses I have had, 
.. oat of the journals I have read, and most of the data I have seen 
seemed concerned about just the results and consequences of what 
happens in the classrOo.. '!hey did net seem to bother too much about 
the causes of these results and consequences. 'lhe;r did not seem to 
really look inside the classroom to obserft the teacher teaching and 
the pupil learning. 
One of the men who infiuenced the writing of this research paper 
was Ned Flanders, who did some extensive work in the wrbal 
behavior between teacher and pupil. He developed the •Fl.ander•s 
Interaction Analysis•.4 ~paper is based on his method of using 
ten verbal categories to classify the verbal exchanges of the 
teacher and pupil and on the IJ:iteraction .Analysis Matrix he developed. 
Using his ten verbal categories, a good idea as to what to 
look tor in the cl.aasrooa regarding teacher-pupil verbal behavior 
was obtained. Arter beoolling aware ot the ftl'bal patterns between 
the teacher and pupil, one can record it with sufficient accuracy. 
After observing eaah classroom and recording the verbal 
behavior, it was put in a scorable form. A.ft.er scoring this verbal 
4 Ibid. ' p. 271. 
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interplay between teacher and pupil A measure of this behavior was 
made. '!his was the main f'unction of this paper. It was found that 
by making an acau.rate record of the verbal patterns of teacher-pupil 
behavior; that differences in verbal patterns do exist among teachers, 
classrooms, groups within a claslll"oom, and even the same teacher in 
different situations. 
"Interaction ha~sia" is a measure of teacher influence on the 
p11pil because it makes the assuaption that most teacher in:fiuenoe is 
expressed through verbal statements and that most non-verbal intluence 
is positive~ correlated with the nrbal. S 
Arter collecting the 'observation data, it was found 'Which innuenoe 
patterns each teacher used; whether the teacher was direct, indirect, 
or flexible in Tarying her pattern of inf'luence troa direct to 
indirect and viaa-verA, and what verbal action the teacher used to 
direct~ inf'luenee the pupils, and what verbal statements the teacher 
ueed to indirect~ influenoe the pupils. 
When one compares the indirect-direct rat~os in Table X, one 
can see that the teachers used more direct influence in the first, 
second, and third grades. All teachers except V-) were under the 
aV9rage I/D ratio for the school. Even though the teachers in the 
first three grades did less lecturing than grades four and five, 
they gave more directions to their pupils. 'lbis was the result of 
dealing with less mature children. Since Categoey 4 was not included 
in computing the I/D·ratio, the fiexibility or the teachers can be 
misleading, if you base it on the I/D ratio. 
5mddle, 22• .9!l,. , p. 178. 
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As far as the influence areas of D and E are concerned, very 
little flexibility among any of the teachers was found. '!he I/D 
ratios show greater indirect influence used by the fourth and fifth 
grade teachers. '!his was the result of more questions asked as well 
as the type of question the teacher asked. The upper grades tended 
to ask questions that expanded pupil-to-pupil communication in area 
G. One teacher-initiated question would bring several student responses. 
These responses were solicited by the teacher and not many were student 
initiated. 
There was more teacher lecturing in the upper grades because the 
teacher had more pupil responses to react to. '!he teachers in grades 
one to three were flexible only in the types of c!luestions they asked. 
In most of these sessions, the teacher asked one question which would 
evoke one pupil response. If the reading group was average or above 
in achievement, the teacher changed the type of questions to promote 
more pupil participation in area G. 
All teachers talked more than the pupils. Most of this teacher 
talk was the teacher questioning the pupils. Most of the pupil talk 
was in direct response to the teacher's questions. The difference 
in teacher talk and pupil talk was less in grades one through three. 
The reason for this was the one question to one answer type situation. 
The fourth and fifth grade teachers did more talking in clarifying 
and strengthening the pupils• responses and just plain lecturing to 
the pupils on the desired learning materials. 
'!he outstanding generalization to come out of this research paper 
was the fact that even though the I/D ratios showed some teachers to 
be flexible in their use of direct and indirect influence, all of them 
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were direct in that their question•, in etteot, directed the response 
or the pa.pils. All in all, these reading sessions were a question 
and answer period and left little room tor creativity, originality, 
reasoning, and thinking on the part or the pa.pil. Most ot the teaabers 
asked questions that called for no thought, but •aory ot tacts. 
A.a the teacher used categories S, 6 and 7, he exerted direct 
control over his pa.pila. '!he teacher used these categories to :focus 
the pupils• attention on a partiaular idea or proglea. In doing this, 
the teacher talked .more and took a more dominant role in the clasarooa. 
In using categories l, 2, J and 4, the teacher expresNd teacher 
direction illdireot:q by supporting selected. patterns or pupil behavior. 
The teaabers did not use categories l, 2 ed ) near:q as much as 
category 4. By the use or category 4, the teacher oontrolled pupil 
participation. 
'!he following are a set of h1J>otheses about teaaher influence 
and student attitudes related to learnings 
l. Restricting student freedom or participation ear:q in 
the harning ayole of classroom learning activities 
increases dependence and decreases aahieTeaent; 
2. Restricting student freedom of participation later in 
the qcle or classrooa learning aoti vi ties does not 
increase dependence but does iAcrease achieveaent; 
J. Expanding student treedoa or particdpation earl.3" in the 
otoi. ot classroom learning acti Ti tieg decreases 
dependence and inm-eases achievement. . 
6if. H. Anderson, "'lhe Measurement of Domination and or Social:q 
Integrative Behavior in Teachers• Contacts with QU.l.dren," Cbild 
Development, October, 1939, p. ?8. 
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Since this research was not a controlled classroom situation, these 
hypotheses could not be definitely proved, but they would be true in 
this research if all the factors that enter in this situation could 
be controlled or held constant. 
Through observation it was found that the pupils that were under 
sustained direct influence by the teacher did not initiate much action 
on their own, either good or bad. The pupils seemed possessed by 
the urge to please the teacher. They beat a path to the teacher's 
desk continuously to make sure of what they were doing. His main 
concern is pleasing the teacher. 
lhis could be backed up with Anderson's findings; dominative and 
integrative contacts of the teacher sets a pattern of behavior that 
spreads throughout the classroom; the behavior of the teacher sets 
the climate of the class. Domination incites further domination and 
integration stimulates further integration.7 
In the analysis there was a direct relationship between the type 
of categories used by the teacher and pupil participation and 
expanded pupil communication. This can be seen in the matrix of 
each classroom. This relationship produces a cause and effect 
relationship between teacher and pupil. Teacher behavior ca.uses 
pupil behavior; and pupil behavior causes teacher behavior. 
Of course one must realize that certain factors enter into the 
patterns of influence used by the teacb.erz subject matter taught, age 
and maturity of pupils, teacher• s own style of teaching, and the nature 
of learning activities. 
?Ibid. 
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From the research, it can be stated that all teachers in the 
first five grades vary in their use or categories that restrict pupil 
participation and categories that expand pupil participation. When 
indirect influence was used, the teacher made greater use of state-
ments made b,y the pupils. 'Ibis showed up in area F of the matrix. 'lhe 
teacher integrated the pupils• stateaents into the general discussion 
ot the classroom. '!he teacher asked questions that provoked more 
thought and stimulated. more pupil response. 'lhe indirect teacher dealt 
with the ideas or the pupils in greater detail and expanded the 
discussion into more pupil to pupil verbal action. 
'lhe direct influence teacher gave longer and more involved 
d.ireations and oi'ten had to repeat them. 'lhe type of questions asked 
were ones that did not require much thought but a short pupil response. 
'lhe questions asked b,y the teacher did not evoke pupil verbal expansion 
between pupils. 'lbe direct teacher spent more time in category 5 lec-
turing on points she wanted the pupils to get, ol.arit'ying, and streng-
thening the responses from pupila. 
'lhe teachers in this reaearch tended to be lese flexible in 
their indirect-direct infiuence. '!bey did not make any dramatic 
changes in their pattern or inf'lueiice. '!he only change they made 
was changing the type or question they used. '!hey did not shirt from 
direct to in~ect as the learning actiYi.ties continued. '!hey stayed 
on the question and answer type line of activity and only' varied their 
line of questioning; all of which did rest.riot pupil participation. 
'lhe teachers did not shirt from one role to another as the 
situation ealled. It n•ed that they were rest.rioted to a limited 
number of roles which produced a very rigid sequence of actions. '!here 
was very little variation from one situation to the next. 
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Few word.a carry as many- vague and oontradictoey meanings as the 
word teach. 'lhe oontu.sion seems to arise in the wide variation in 
what people expect of our teachers. I have examined just one aspect 
of teaching, and I find that this is unlike most routine types of 
oooupations. Teaching is not merely the teacher imparting facts and 
inf'ormation--ewn though good talking is just one part ot teaching. 
It is not only tel.ling; it is not merely assigning and hearing 
sessions; it is not mere instruction. Instruction is like being 
instructed in the operation ot a machine. 'lhe results ot this are 
aaasurable. Instruction may do little to change the pupil's attitude 
or behavior. 'lhe pupil may not haw become anything different after 
instruction. 'lhe teacher must 11 ve and work with the pupil as an 
individual in such a way as to help him cleTelop as a whole personality. 
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